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                        Retail rents are changing rapidly. Are you negotiating the best leasing deal?
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                        LeaseInfo is Australia’s only leasing database
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                        Know what landlords around you are charging
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                        Know what tenants around you are paying
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                        Know when retail leases around you are expiring
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                        Know the standard terms for rental escalations, marketing levy and options
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        Give us a call

        We are always available to answer your questions. Call us at 1300 738 245.
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LeaseInfo Retail

          Identify and compare Australian commercial leasing data across date ranges, frequency and location.

          

	Search over 80,000 regulated leases by state, landlord, shopping centre grade, MAT, lessee.

	Analyse the trends in rents, escalations and expiry profiles across different centres by retail category

	Analyse catchment and shopping centre competitions

	Download datasets in excel for further analysis
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LeaseInfo Fuel Retail

          Access Australia’s only fuel leasing data to search, visualise and analyse vital lease intelligence.

           

	Largest database of fuel leases in Australia

	Developed to provide a comprehensive, searchable platform

	LeaseInfo Fuel combines valuable information that impacts site performance, such as daily traffic, fuel types and onsite services

	Receive notifications on site leases and deals signed




                  


        
      



          
  






  
    Product features

    

    
        While the core functionality remains the same, we’ve made some significant improvements to the products report filters and features.
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              Report Filters

              Filter retail leasing data by State, Landlord, Lessee, Centre Type or Tenant Category.

          
                          
              02

              Data Analysis

              Identify and compare leasing data across date ranges, frequency, and location.
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              Lease Orders

              Access up to 50 lease agreements at site level, downloadable in PDF format.
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              Exports

              Download up to 500 records in excel per annum for further analysis.
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            Report Filters
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            Lease Exports


            
          

                  

            
              
                            
 
                                          

            


            
            Retail Centres


            
          

                  


  






   
        Frequently Asked Questions

        

        
                    


        
            
                
                    
                                                                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            What is the purpose of this database tool?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Leaseinfo is Australia’s largest retail leasing database tool, which allows users to easily identify, compare and analyse leasing data across date ranges, frequency, and location.



                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                            Who can benefit from a Leaseinfo subscription?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        The tool is designed for landlords, investors, tenants, and other professionals who need to stay on top of retail leasing trends in Australia. The platform provides valuable insights for decision-making, market analysis, and understanding retail leasing dynamics.



                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                            What type of data is included?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        The retail leasing dataset includes 80,000 regulated leases categorised by state, landlord, shopping centre grade, MAT (Moving Annual Total), and lessee.

It provides detailed information on rent commencement, expiry dates, escalations, and overall trends in rents, escalations, and expiry profiles across different centres by retail category.



                                    

                                

                                                            
                                    
                                        
                                            How can I explore and analyse the database?                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        A user-friendly interface allows you to explore and analyse the datasets quickly and easily.

Users can navigate the data using general or advanced filters, such as date ranges, location, and frequency, to refine searches for easy interpretation and comparison.

For more information, watch a demo of the product here.
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      About Us

      

      
         At LeaseInfo, our mission is simple: revolutionise productivity through technology for real estate professionals.

Our innovative team has a wealth of experience building efficient tools, including leasing database platforms, that allow clients to uncover insights and accelerate decision-making.
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